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By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze
Tra  c gates are coming to cam-
pus at two di erent locations around 
the Quad to control the tra  c  ow. 
 e gates will be installed over the 
summer and be operational before 
the fall  semester begins, accord-
ing to Lee Eshelman, JMU traffic 
demand manager. 
“The gates are there to reduce 
single-occupancy vehicles going 
through campus,” Eshelman said. 
“ ere’s a lot of cut-through tra  c 
and everything gets very congested. 
It’s a spiral we need to reverse.”
 e gates will be located near the 
South Main Street and Bluestone 
Drive entrance, and the Carrier 
Drive and Bluestone Drive intersec-
tion. Only buses, JMU vehicles and 
emergency tra  c will be allowed to 
move through the Quad area of cam-
pus, Eshelman said. 
In October , more than one 
million cars traveled through cam-
pus, according to a traffic study 
Eshelman’s office conducted. 
Dur ing O ctob er,  more than 
, cars traveled on Bluestone 
Drive, more than , trav-
eled on Carrier Drive and about 
, traveled on Duke Drive. 
see GATES, page 4
By KELLAN HOWELL
The Breeze 
An abortion, a mastectomy, a deci-
sion or a simple genetic test are all that 
stand between a patient and a decision 
that could change their life. 
But the decision to get the test itself 
is often more terrifying than the results, 
according to  Pulitzer Prize winning 
journalist and author of “ e DNA Age,” 
Amy Harmon.  
On Tuesday night, Harmon held a 
discussion with  audience mem-
bers in Warren Hall. In her articles in 
 e New York Times, Harmon discusses 
the research, controversy and conse-
quences of testing for genetic mutations 
by taking a look into the lives of people 
coping with these di  culties. 
 Harmon spent two days at JMU hold-
ing multiple sessions with media arts 
and design students and sta  members 
of  e Breeze and discussing her expe-
riences as a journalist for  e New York 
Times. 
Students from the classes of  
and  may remember reading Har-
mon’s articles the summer before their 
freshman year. Attendees got an even 
closer look into the lives of four of Har-
mon’s case studies.  ey and Harmon 
were able to talk with Heather A. Tram-
mell, Dr. Megan O’Boyle and Katharine 
Moser in the Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Dr. Deborah Linder joined the discus-
sion through Skype video chat. 
Each panelist gave testimony to their 
personal experiences with genetic 
mutations, testing and the aftermath of 
their test results.  
Despite the varying circumstances 
Harmon said that all the women were 
in agreement.
“They each felt the knowledge 
they received gave them choices they 
wouldn’t have had without the testing,” 
Harmon said. 
Moser became concerned about her 
genetic health when members of her 
family showed symptoms of Hunting-
ton’s disease. According to Harmon’s 
article “Facing Life with a Lethal Gene,” 
Huntington’s disease is an incurable 
brain disorder that typically strikes 
during middle age.  As carriers age, the 
see DNA, page 8
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Baseball season home games start on Friday, while softball is away
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Medicine, technology, journalism
Pulitzer Prize winner Amy Harmon discusses ‘ e DNA Age’  series Tuesday
Amy Harmon wrote ‘The DNA Age’ series in The New York Times about repercussions 
of genetic testing. The piece was assigned as summer reading for freshmen the past 
two years as part of JMU’s focus on the arts and sciences.
DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE
GUEST SPEAKER
Water damaged historical books and manuscripts Wednesday in the special 
collections room on the second fl oor of Carrier Library.
ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE
By BETH COLE
The Breeze
 e sta  at Carrier Library rushed 
to save precious documents Wednes-
day morning after there was a water 
leak in the special collections room.
By Wednesday afternoon, Ralph 
Alberico, dean of the libraries, said 
they were able to preserve or salvage 
all the documents that were damaged. 
Library managers are still working to 
determine the official cause of the 
leak, according to Jeff Campbell, a 
library specialist.
Around  a.m., librarians discov-
ered a major leak in the ceiling of 
the special collections room, which 
threatened to damage historical doc-
uments, archived records and other 
special collections, according to 
Alberico.
 “We immediately implemented our 
disaster plan,” Alberico said. “It goes 
into great detail about how to respond 
to these types of disasters.”
Alberico said the library sta  quick-
ly removed all the materials from the 
special collections room and laid out 
plastic tarps to prevent further water 
damage of the area. 
Sheila Newman, a library specialist, 
said the sta  is currently using a dif-
ferent room as a staging area to keep 
the books and manuscripts until the 
clean up is completed. 
The documents are kept in spe-
cial acid-free, or phase, boxes, on 
shelves in the room, which helped 
to protect some of the documents 
from receiving direct water damage. 
see DAMAGE, page 4
DAMAGE
Library saves historical 
collection from water 
By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze
Police seized JACard access log infor-
mation from JMU’s Card Services for six 
JMU football players in relation to a Jan. 
 assault at a Lambda Chi Alpha house. 
Search warrants, which were exe-
cuted Feb.  on JMU card services 
speci cally sought information from  
p.m. Jan.  to  a.m. Jan.  on six play-
ers’ JACards. 
Police said Wednesday no arrests or 
charges have been made in the case.  e 
Breeze is withholding the names of the 
six players because there are no formal 
charges  led. 
“Anymore speci cs about the case I 
can’t get into at this time,” said Mary-
Hope Vass, police spokeswoman. “It is 
still very much an ongoing and active 
investigation.”
A seventh search warrant was for logs 
from JMU’s Card Services for all access 
to McGraw-Long, Hillside Hall and Bell 
Hall between : a.m. and  a.m. on 
Jan. .  e six men live in these dorms. 
On Jan.  and Jan. , police seized 
various cell phones and laptop comput-
ers from the same six football players. 
All of the search warrants were  led 
in relation to assault by mob and street 
gang participation as possible crimes 
they’re being invesitgated for. 
Jeff Bourne, director of Athlet-
ics, said Wednesday he was not 
aware of the additional Feb.  war-
rants. Disciplinary action has not 
been taken against any players. 











Bluestone Drive (by S. Main Street) 124,198
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Street only available to emergency 
vehicles and the HDPT bus system
Proposed location of gate for fall semester
Gates to go up around campus 
over summer to minimize traffi c
New technology will 
track local bus routes
By AARON KOEPPER
The Breeze
Next semester, students may no 
longer have to deal with the uncer-
tainty of not knowing when the next 
bus will come.
 e Harrisonburg Department of 
Public Transportation signed a con-
tract on Feb.  with the Canadian 
company WebTech Wireless to pro-
vide real-time information that would 
allow riders to track buses with their 
cell phones.
 e service, called NextBus, allows 
users to be noti ed by a text message 
or a phone call as to where their bus is 
and when it is expected to arrive at a 
certain stop, according to HDPT direc-
tor Reggie Smith. 
NextBus works by taking a GPS 
signal emitted from a single bus and 
matching its location to its route. It 
then calculates its distance to the stop 
where the user is waiting.  
Users can also track buses from the 
company’s website, NextBus.com. 
HDPT will install the GPS systems 
on the buses over the next few months 
and then  gure out how to work the 
system.
“ ey do a lot of background work 
to enter routes and timetables,” Smith 
said. 
HDPT’s goal is to have the system 
ready in August when the fall semes-
ter begins.
“It’s going to be a challenge to 
implement it,” Smith said. “We’re try-
ing to start it when school starts, but 
we don’t want to put something out 
there without good timetables. We’re 
going to boost ridership by closing 
campus, and that’s really exciting for 
us.”
The initial contract cost HDPT 
$, and will cost approximate-
ly $, each year to maintain the 
see BUS, page 4
TRANSPORTATION 
ALTERATIONS
GRAPHIC BY JENA THIELGES / THE BREEZE
WANT TO SEE YOUR 
BLOG FEATURED 
ON THE BREEZE 
WEBSITE? E-MAIL 
breezeopinion@gmail.com.
Missed The New York 
Times writer’s visit? 
See the video at 
BREEZEJMU.ORG.
JMU surveys the number of vehicles that cross at different points on campus to 
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper 
of James Madison University, serves 
student, faculty and staff readership by 
reporting news involving the campus and 
local community. The Breeze strives to 
be impartial and fair in its reporting and 
fi rmly believes in First Amendment rights.
Published Monday and Thursday mornings, 
The Breeze is distributed throughout 
James Madison University and the local 
Harrisonburg community. Comments and 
complaints should be addressed to Katie 
Thisdell, editor.
Individual copies of The Breeze are free, 
but multiple copies can be purchased at 

















































IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you have a deep and 
abiding hunger for fame and fortune 
— and you will certainly achieve at 
least one of these in your lifetime. 
That you are good at what you do is an 
understatement; indeed, you have what 
it takes to be the best. Still, understand 
that to be the best, and to enjoy the 
fame and fortune that can result, you will 
surely pay a price. 
horoscopes
AQUARIUS
 (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You’re heading 
down a road that is 
full of both peril and reward, and 
if you navigate correctly, you can 
avoid the perils altogether.
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
You will put a 
stop to something 
before it gets out of hand, but 
don’t come off as abrupt.
ARIES 
(March 21-April 19) 
You may not fully 
understand the 
scope of your responsibilities until 




Actions can surely 
speak louder than 
words, but there may come a 
time, later on, in which both are 
required simultaneously.
GEMINI 
(May 21-June 20) 
Don’t limit your 
view by turning 
away from the things that really 
matter. It’s important that you 
take in everything.
CANCER
(June 21-July 22) 
You may discover 
that passing a quick 
judgment doesn’t allow you to 
understand a situation fully. Take 
the time you need.
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You may have to 
navigate some 
rough emotional waters before 
things calm down and you have a 
chance to assess developments.
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
You’re OK 
with a lengthy 
commitment of sorts; take all 
necessary precautions.
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
You don’t intend to 
offer anyone any 
offense, but there are certain 
things you will have to say, 
whether they offend or not.
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
You have what 
it takes to offer 
nothing but quality. What really 
counts, of course, is that you get 
the responses that you are after.
SAGITTARIUS 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Lead with the 
truth; you don’t 
want others to think you may 
be dealing in deception and 
falsehood.
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
You may come 
perilously close to 
crossing the line into impropriety, 
though it’s a line you may wish to 
fl irt with for a while.






















22 Terri Drive, Harrisonburg, VA 22802
The best pizza and subs made by hand from 
fresh, authentic Italian ingredients.
Free Delivery! 
$7.50 minimum
14” One Topping Carryout Special
16” One Topping Delivery Special
$6.99
$8.99
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Larceny
 On Feb. 14, a student 
reported the theft of 
$200 worth of items 
from vehicle in the R2 
Lot. 
 On Feb. 15, an employee 
reported the theft of a 
parking hang tag from 
the D2 Lot. 
 On Feb. 11, a student 
reported the theft of 
a JACard and $40 
from a key purse left 
unattended in the 
Forbes Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
 On Feb. 14, an employee 
reported the theft of a 
handicap access switch, 
valued at $25, from 
Wilson Hall. 
Property Damage
 On Feb. 12, a student 
reported $200 worth 
of damage to a water 
fountain in Godwin Hall. 
 On Feb. 13, a student 
reported $225 worth of 
damage to door handles, 
walls and carpet in 
Dingledine Hall due to 
eggs being thrown.
 On Feb. 14, a student 
reported $100 worth 
of damage to a vehicle 
window in the R2 Lot.
 On Feb. 14, an employee 
reported $150 worth 
of damage to a 
vehicle mirror in the 
Convocation Center Lot.
 On Feb. 13, a student 
reported an overturned 
bike rack at Dingledine 
Hall.
Alcohol and Drugs 
 On Feb. 11, a student was 
charged with possession 
of marijuana in Gifford 
Hall.
 On Feb. 15, two students 
were charged with 
possession of marijuana 
in the Wayland Hall area.
 On Feb. 11, a student was 
charged with a drunk in 
public and underaged 
possession at Eagle Hall.
 On Feb. 12, a student was 
charged with a drunk in 
public on Devon Lane.
 On Feb. 12, a student was 
charged with a drunk 
in public, underaged 
possession and 
underaged consumption 
on Village Service Drive.
 On Feb. 11, a student was 
charged with underaged 
possession on Lois Lane.
 On Feb. 12, two students 
were charged with 
underaged possession on 
Putter Court.
 On Feb. 15, a student was 
charged with a drunk in 
public and underaged 









Authentic Italian cuisine in a casual setting
Serving homemade food since 1985
Hours:
Sun-Thurs: 11am-10pm
Fri & Sat: 11am-11am
815 East Market St.• www.litalia-restaurant.com • 540.433.0961
Come in for your birthday* 
& eat free!
Plus a big birthday treat from L’Italia for 21+
*must have valid ID showing
your birthday week




Located at 6011 E Timber Ridge Road, Mt Crawford, VA 22841
 
Open daily 11am-5pm for tours & tastings.
Tour our state of the art facility at 12pm, 2pm or 4pm 
& learn about the art of winemaking.







private parties and 
corporate events
 Feb. 25th: Friday By the Fireside:  Join us for 
music by Kelly May Brown.  7-9pm 
$10/person - Reservations please.
Visit us on your 21st Birthday 


















riot participant to 
appear in court
Kalvin Lamar Jackson, , of 
Chantilly, Va., is scheduled to appear 
in circuit court on Friday. Jackson, 
who was arrested April , , 
the day after the Springfest riot, is 
charged with two felony counts of 
malicious wounding and malicious 
wounding by a mob.
RICHMOND
Inmates may clean 
Virginia rest stops
 e House of Delegates voted 
on Tuesday to pass a bill that 
would allow inmates to clean the 
Commonwealth’s rest stops as a work 
option, according to the Richmond 
Times-Dispatch. Gov. Bob McDonnell 
is expected to sign the bill because he 




Two Harrisonburg men were arrested 
Feb.  for allegedly stealing about $, 
worth of copper piping from JMU’s North 
Campus.
Jeremy Bowers and Scottland Seek-
ford, both , are each charged with 
entering property to damage, a class one 
misdemeanor, and grand larceny, a felony. 
Police say they allegedly tore -inch cop-
per piping from the former Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital.
Copper is currently worth about $. 
per pound, according to Lee Shi  ett, JMU 
chief of police. 
“It’s not uncommon right now in all con-
struction projects,” Shi  ett said of people 
selling stolen metal copper wiring for cash. 
JMU police received a report from the 
construction supervisor about missing 
copper from the North Campus on Jan. , 
according to Shi  ett. On Jan. , a con-
struction supervisor reported that there 
was more copper stolen than originally 
noticed.  
“ ese guys could take out about  
pounds in  minutes,” said JMU police 
Lt. Danny Whetzel. 
Shifflett said police contacted local 
metal scrap yards and developed suspects 
based o  their information. 
“The suspects, once identified, were 
interviewed and they confessed,” Shi  ett 
said. 
Shi  ett also said there have been other 
minor larcenies and trespassing incidents 
in the old RMH building since the building 
was vacated over the summer. 
“Some of it’s memorabilia,” he said. 
“People wanting a piece of the old hospi-
tal, nothing to this extent.”
Shifflett said police have increased 
patrols of the building’s area and improved 
doors’ security to prevent people from 
going inside the construction site. 
Bowers is scheduled to appear in court 
on March  and Seekford on March .
This is not the first charge Seekford 
has received. In , he was charged 
with misdemeanor destruction of prop-
erty and misdemeanor assault, according 
to Rockingham County/Harrisonburg 
General District Court records. Seek-
ford was found guilty on May ,  
for the destruction of property charge; 
the assault charge was dropped. He 
received a -day suspended jail sentence. 
CONTACT Torie Foster at 
breezearts@gmail.com.
Two men allegedly steal $,  
in copper from North Campus
Jeremy Bowers, 37, (left) and Scottland 
Seekford, 37, allegedly stole copper piping 
from the old Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
and to sell at a local scrap yard. 
Spreading kindness 
Abby Agha, a junior social work major, donates $5 to receive a Tagged by Kindness card on the commons on 
Tuesday from the JMU Friends of Rachel organization. Students can purchase Tagged by Kindness cards that allow a 
user to tag the random act of kindness online, like holding the door open for someone, and then track how the act is 
paid forward. 
Friends of Rachel was founded in memory of Rachel Scott, who was the fi rst student killed in the 1999 Columbine 
tragedy. Her philosophy that random acts of kindness can change the world inspired her family to start Rachel’s 
Challenge and Friends of Rachel clubs, with a mission to inspire and carry on Scott’s message. The Friends of Rachel 
organization at JMU is the fi rst organization at a college. 
Four JMU football players charged 
with felonies in December had their 
charges certified for trial by grand 
jury on Tuesday in Harrisonburg Cir-
cuit Court.
Jonathan L. Rose, , Peter O. Rose, 
, Anthony I. Rose, , and Jonathan 
C. Williams, , were charged with fel-
ony malicious wounding by mob on 
Dec.   after a verbal altercation led to 
physical violence at a party in Novem-
ber, according to police.  
The victim was sent to Rocking-
ham Memorial Hospital with non-life 
threatening injuries, police said in 
December.
All four players were arrested on 
Dec.  and Dec. . The players were 
suspended in the fall from all football 
related events after the arrest, accord-
ing to Je  Bourne, director of Athletics.
Bourne said the players will remain 
suspended from all football-related 
activities until the courts make a  nal 
determination in the case.
 e grand jury trial for the men is 








Some soon-to-be graduates are excited about 
this year’s commencement speaker who turned a 
desire to tell a story into an international organiza-
tion dedicated to changing the world.
Laren Poole, one of the co-founders of Invisible 
Children, will be the May   commencement 
speaker. 
“I think it’s exciting to have someone who’s made 
a big di erence and it’s really inspiring, since we’re 
at a place where we’re getting ready to use what 
we’ve learned,” said Megan Pierson, a senior com-
munication science and disorders major. “Instead 
of looking at how to use our education to climb the 
ladder, it’s looking at how we can use it to help other 
people.” 
Poole was selected from a list compiled by mem-
bers of the SGA and representatives from the senior 
class, according to Ramona Messenger, director of 
university events.
Senior convocation remains a relatively new 
event proposed as an alternative way to provide the 
entire senior class with a speaker since the Bridge-
forth Stadium construction forced changes to the 
commencement schedule, according to Messenger. 
Before the stadium construction began in , 
all commencement ceremonies were held on 
Saturday. Saturday morning the class would sit 
together in the stadium, with families invited to 
sit in the stands and the commencement speaker 
would speak. Students would then graduate at vari-
ous “break-out” ceremonies with their individual 
colleges. 
Now the  ursday before graduation, just the 
senior class sits together in the Convocation Cen-
ter for the traditional all-class ceremony and then 
students o  cially graduate on Saturday morning 
with their individual classes. 
Speakers at graduation events have traditionally 
been alumni, but last year’s graduation broke the 
trend. Blake Mycoskie, founder of TOMS Shoes, 
spoke at graduation as an e ort to appeal to the 
students, said Messenger.
“The event changed to be specifically for the 
students, with no parents or grandparents, just 
seniors,” Messenger said. “But we wanted some-
one there who was really relevant just to the senior 
class and the students themselves.”
For some students, the change from alumni 
speakers to prominent humanitarians has been a 
good one.
“I don’t think that having an alumni is as impor-
tant as someone who lines up with the JMU mission 
statement, which is to have active students and be 
the change,” said Chelsea Foster, a senior commu-
nication science and disorders major. “I know last 
year with the TOMS thing, that was a huge success 
and everyone really enjoyed it and I think this is 
going to be the same thing.”
Not all students were happy with the selection 
and didn’t  nd it pertinent to local issues.
“I feel like the past couple of people have been 
great about helping children in other nations, but 
what about the children who are here? How does 
that really relate to what we’re doing?” said Katie 
Baker, a senior interdisciplinary liberal studies 
major.
In an effort to promote both the event and 
to give support for Invisible Children, sev-
eral events have been planned leading up to 
convocation. “Roadies,” who volunteer to tour 
the country on behalf of the organization, will be 





Student organization applauds bill’s passage
Laren Poole, the May 2011 commencement speaker, meets President Obama in The Oval Offi ce, when the 
Northern Uganda Recovery Act of 2009 was signed in May 2010. 
COURTESY OF THE WHITE HOUSE FLICKR
I LLUMINATING  the
Co-founder of 




JMU’s newest accredited language 
may not be a spoken one, according to 
a bill passed in the Virginia Senate on 
Monday.
Adam Hall, a senior Spanish and Ital-
ian double major and an SGA senator 
for the College of Education, believes 
the American Sign Language bill illus-
trates a new way that universities will 
view communication. 
“ASL is an important, valid language 
worth studying,” Hall said. “It’s more 
than hand gestures and hand sym-
bols and it has all the qualities of any 
other language such as Spanish and 
German.” 
 e bill requires universities to give 
academic credit in successful comple-
tion of ASL as a foreign language.
Support for the ASL bill was pro-
posed in the SGA senate by freshman 
Senator Shevy Chaganti. After being 
introduced in SGA, Hall explained he 
was curious about the bill and talked 
to administrators about ASL. 
Hall decided to commit to this bill in 
SGA and push for student body involve-
ment. He used several methods to get 
students involved in lobbying for this 
bill in the General Assembly. 
Hall helped create a Facebook group 
that focused on making students 
aware of the bill and also encouraging 
students to send letters to their repre-
sentatives about the bill.
“I wanted to reach as many students 
as possible,” Hall said. “In the end, we 
contacted  out of  senators from the 
State General Assembly.”
Now that the bill passed in both 
chambers, it needs the governor’s 
signature to officially become a law. 
According to Hall, this should happen 
within the next few weeks.
“I think it’s a great opportunity for 
SGA to put in. I’m really interested to 
see what happens with this at JMU,” 
see SGA, page 4
Virginia Senate approves bill requiring universities to recognize sign language as foreign language
CORY D’ORAZIO / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
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there to present and hold a Q&A 
session about Invisible Children 
and the organization’s mission at 
the screening of a film produced 
by Invisible Children.
It all started in 2003 in Africa 
with three friends and a desire to 
tell a story. Following the lives of 
Ugandan families, Laren Poole, 
along with co-founders Jason 
Russell and Bobby Bailey, dis-
covered that the lives of Ugandan 
children and families were much 
worse than anyone suspected. 
There, they witnessed children 
who have no childhood, but are 
kidnapped and thrown into a 
world of violence and terror in 
Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resis-
tance Army in Northern Uganda, 
according to the Invisible Chil-
dren’s website.
Telling this story led them to 
create Invisible Children, a non-
profit organization that has grown 
from a few friends to a global 
community, helping nearly 11,000 
children in Uganda in 2010.
Relying on fundraisers and 
donations, Invisible Children 
offers humanitarian aid in 
Uganda by building schools and 
establishing mentor programs in 
the region to help stabilize eco-
nomic development.
According to the Invisible 
Children website, Poole has 
received several awards, includ-
ing the University of California 
Irvine Human Security Award, 
the Heartland Film Festival Pio-
neering Spirit Award and a Webby 
award for Creative Activism, in 
2007.
Senior Rachel Capone, a soci-
ology major and member of 
JMU’s Invisible Children chapter, 
was one of the biggest advo-
cates to having Poole speak at 
convocation.
“It’s a very grassroots organiza-
tion, where the power comes from 
the youth,” Capone said.  “That’s 
why we wanted Laren. It’s about 
awareness and empowerment. 
Once you catch the bug, you just 
want to get involved in everything 
you can.”
As part of selecting the speaker, 
Capone explained how success-
ful the Invisible Children chapter 
at JMU has been in its two years 
since its inception.
“Last year, it wasn’t even a club, 
it was more like an initiative,” she 
said. 
The group raised more 
than $3,000 for the Schools for 
Schools program, where an 
American school donates to a 
partner Ugandan school. The 
club was successful in their 
book drive using drop boxes 
around campus and was rec-
ognized as the number one 
donor in the entire country.
ContaCt Ryan Platt at 
plattrf@dukes.jmu.edu.
speaker |  Received three awards in 2007
“It’s about awareness 
and empowerment. 
Once you catch the 
bug, you just want 





While JMU officials still 
work out the details for these 
gates, the JMU community 
has mixed reactions to the 
plan. 
Samantha Noble, a sopho-
more social work major, said 
she thought having a clear 
path for police and fire trucks 
was more important than cars 
being able to drive through 
campus. 
“It freaks me out to see 
police cars having to drive up 
the Village because there’s so 
much traffic,” Noble said.
She also said she thought 
students who were frustrated 
with not being able to drive 
on campus would find other 
ways to get to class.
“I think it’s because they 
don’t want to consider any 
new options,” Noble said. “I 
don’t think it’ll be that bad [of 
a transition].” 
JMU’s Master Plan, the uni-
versity’s outline for campus 
growth, depicts gates being 
placed at both entrances 
to campus on South Main 
Street, on Duke Drive after 
the baseball parking lot and 
at the intersection of the C12 
lot and Carrier Drive on the 
east side of campus. 
The Master Plan, pub-
lished in spring 2009, also 
depicts changes to campus 
infrastructure, such as an 
extension to Grace Street to 
connect to Bluestone Drive 
and bus roundabouts near 
Gifford Hall and behind Wil-
son Hall. 
John Prictoe, a sophomore 
English major who lives on 
South Main Street, said the 
closing of Bluestone Drive 
would be a huge  inconve-
nience for him. 
“Going through Bluestone 
is the main way I commute,” 
Prictoe said. “With that road 
closed, it adds another 10 
minutes.”
Prictoe said if campus was 
gated, he wouldn’t buy a 
parking pass next year. 
“The traffic on Port would 
be 10 times worse,” Prictoe 
said. “I’m not a fan of this.” 
Ben Lundy, Parking Servic-
es special events coordinator, 
said Parking Services and the 
university are still trying to 
determine the exact details 
of the project, but it is pos-
sible that some lots in the 
Quad region of campus could 
be closed. 
“Some lots won’t be acces-
sible during the day, but how 
that will affect our numbers 
and student parking is very 
much up in the air,” Lundy 
said. 
Even though the univer-
sity has not released which 
lots, if any, would be closed, 
t h e  p a rk i n g  l o t  b e h i n d 
Harrison Hall and Wilson 
Hall may also be closed.
ContaCt John Sutter at 
breezenews@gmail.com.
from front
cellular and Internet service.
Some students said they 
would use the tracking services 
to make finding the next avail-
able bus easier.  
“I think it’d be very benefi-
cial,” said Marc Lonett, a senior 
kinesiology major. “Especially 
when there can be delays where 
the bus either behind schedule 
or ahead.” 
Lonett said he would use 
NextBus’s website often to track 
the bus he wanted to get on. 
Other students said they 
would like to receive the text 
messages about bus locations. 
“I’d never have to carry 
a  s c h e d u l e  a g a i n ,”  s a i d 





bus |  Technology 
could help catch next bus
from front
“I do periodically receive 
updates from investigators,” 
Bourne said. “We’re still wait-
ing to see if they’re formally 
charged.”
According to an affidavit 
filed with the Jan. 25 search 
warrant, police responded to 
1225 S. Main St., an unofficial 
Lambda Chi Alpha house, for 
eight people being assaulted. 
The affidavit states that 
two men got into an alterca-
tion and were asked to leave 
the house. After leaving the 
house, two new men came 
to the house, telling people 
not to “mess” with a specific 
person. Shortly after the two 
men arrived, about 10 men 
allegedly broke down the 
basement door and assaulted 
victims, the affadavit states.
ContaCt John Sutter at 
breezenews@gmail.com.
warrants | Eight 
assaulted in January
from page 3
said Andrew Reese, SGA 
president.
During the meeting, SGA 
also allocated funds to two 
organizations on campus. 
Sigma Gama Rho received 
$1,125 for their annual manda-
tory conference in Raleigh, N.C. 
Lambda Chi Chapter-Alpha 
Kappa Alpha also received 
$918.54. 
Other topics discussed dur-
ing SGA meeting were the 
changes made to the SGA 
election campaigning policy. 
The policy has been changed 
from a week, extending it to 10 
days of election. This change 
was made since candidates 
need more time in campaigns. 
It was also agreed that there 
should not be any campaigning 
on voting days and campaign 
material should be 100 feet or 
further from polling buildings. 
The polling buildings are Car-
rier Library and East Campus 
Library.  
“I think that it is very impor-
tant, it can make some great 
cultural changes at JMU,” 
said Kenzie Fisher, sopho-
more class treasurer and a 




sGa | New policy gives 
more time to campaign




the main way I 
commute. With that 





Those documents that did get 
wet were immediately taken to 
an industrial freezer in the old 
Rockingham Memorial Hospi-
tal, now North Campus. 
“The way to treat water dam-
aged archived materials is to 
immediately freeze them to 
prevent mold from happening,” 
Alberico said. 
The frozen documents can 
then be safely unfrozen in a con-
trolled environment.  
News Editor John Sutter con-
tributed to this report. 
ContaCt Beth Cole at 
cole2ed@dukes.jmu.edu.
DaMaGe | Documents 
now protected in a freezer
College can be a hotbed of trouble when 
it comes to what we eat.  e choices are 
unlimited. A quick stop at Sheetz, stack-
ing up on D-Hall’s infamous grilled cheese 
sandwiches (which I admit I do all the time 
on Cheesy  ursdays) and a late-night run 
for snacks to help us pull all-nighters are 
just some of students’ eating habits. Have 
we simply forgotten about the importance 
of nutrition in our daily lives? 
Contrary to the popular belief that stu-
dents give little thought about the foods they 
eat while living on campus, many people 
actually do care about what they eat. Often-
times, though, that voice that tells them to 
“make healthy choices!” gets lost as soon 
as they are exposed to that tempting burg-
er smell. 
And let’s not forget the fact that col-
lege expenses can stretch our wallets tight, 
according to the CNN.com article “Healthy 
eating on a student budget,” which states 
students spend more than $ billion a year 
on snacks and beverages. Even students 
who live in the dorms and have meal plans 
spend a lot of money eating out. Stopping 
by drive-thrus seems reasonable, because 
the food items they o er are often cheap 
and easy to grab on the go — especially if 
you’re running late between classes.  us 
the incentive to actually change our eating 
habits amidst college life is di  cult to  nd.
This doesn’t necessarily mean that 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle on campus 
is impossible.  ree fellow JMU students 
recently reopened a nutrition store located 
on University Boulevard that aims to gear 
products more toward students for exer-
cise and strength. Such an opening re ects 
a shift in students’ thinking toward nutrition 
and what they eat on a daily basis. After a 
while, one does tire of the pizza, burgers and 
visits to fast food stations around campus. 
Freshman SaraKate Rohloff is one of 
many students having a hard time making 
nutritious choices. 
“I’m used to eating whatever I want, so 
eliminating things that I like to eat on a regu-
lar basis is just something I’m not used to,” 
Rohlo  said. 
This reflects a common misconcep-
tion about dieting — that it requires you to 
completely eliminate “bad foods” from your 
diet. In actuality, cutting down on unhealthy 
eating habits slowly but surely is key. 
Students are becoming more conscious 
of what they put into their bodies. I’ve 
noticed my fellow classmates munching 
on snacks like hummus and crackers during 
class, rather than Pop Tarts. My roommates 
recently cut down their soda intake and feel 
more energized and less bloated through-
out the day. 
Instead of acknowledging their unhealthy 
habits but not changing them, students are 
exploring all available options. 
At dining halls, students are vocal about 
specific dishes and portion sizes they 
want at servings area.  ey can inventive-
ly combine meats, vegetables, fruits and 
carbohydrates to create something that’s 
healthy and palatable. Students respond 
well to choosing their own ingredients 
and having them prepared to order, leav-
ing room for healthy eating habits. It may 
increase healthy and unhealthy eating 
awareness. 
College can come with its share of eating 
troubles, and students are well aware of this. 
It is up to them to change their eating hab-
its for the better.  e way I see it, students 
care about what they eat, but it takes extra 
strength and willpower to turn that care into 
action and make nutrition part of college 
life. Once we explore healthier alternatives 
and  nd ones that best suit us, we might 
not  nd changing our habits as daunting 
as before and be more likely to take action. 
Nicole Kim is a freshman 
English major. Contact Nicole at            
kimjn@dukes.jmu.edu.
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A “huck-yeah” pat to the men’s 
and women’s Ultimate Frisbee 
teams for their performance at their 
tournaments.




itself?” dart to whoever decided 
that it was a good idea to make out-
of-state students pay more than three 
times more for summer courses than 
in-state students.
From a proud Marylander who will 
soon be a broke Marylander. 
An “I-can’t-believe-my-freakin’-
eyes” pat to the stunning blonde 
bombshell at UREC who was reading 
“Choke” by Chuck Palahniuk while 
exercising on an elliptical.
From a boy who would love to 
delve into more transgressive  ction 
with you. 
An “isn’t-Leonardo-DiCaprio-
waiting-for-you?” dart to the train 
chilling out behind Harrison Street.
From a resident who wishes that 
you’d go back to “Inception” and stop 
interrupting my dreams with all your 
noises.
A “will-you-be-my-belated-
valentine?” pat to the guy with 
protective instincts.
From a girl who would really like to 
go out with a knight in shining armor 
like you.
A “you-are-a-bada$$” pat to the 
guy lifting with the prosthetic leg at 
UREC.  
From a guy who thinks you are the 
man.
A “two-o’clock’s-the-death-
time-for-me-too” pat to the 
professor in Harrison Hall trying to 
get through his afternoon.
From a sleepy student who 
understands your pain.
A “you-could-at-least-recycle” 
dart to all those students who only
read this section in  e Breeze and 
leave papers everywhere.
From all those who have to clean 
up after you slobs.
A “BBFL” pat to East Campus 
Library.
From a second semester senior who 
is loving you for helping her through 
her massive case of senioritis.
A “you-even-brought-a-webcam-
with-you?” dart to the creepy man 
looking at porn and dirty chatting in 
Carrier Library on Sunday afternoon. 
From the grossed-out girl at the 
desk behind you who could totally see 
over your shoulder. 
A “what,-no-snack?!” dart to the 
assessment day proctors.
From someone who expects treats 
with these kinds of tests. 
A “you-scrambled-our-plans” 
dart to the omelets at Mrs. Green’s 
for setting o  the  re alarm and 
ruining our egg-cellent meal.
From a group of hard-boiled 
sophomores who were  ipping out 
about breakfast for dinner.
A “go-fl y-a-kite” dart to the wind 
that tried to negate my unseasonable 
warmth.
From the sun.
A  “seven-days” dart to my 
roommate who leaves long strands
of hair all over our shower wall.
From a senior who is disgusted and 
was unaware she has been living with 
Samara from the movie “ e Ring.”
A “please-shut-up” dart to the boy 
on the fourth  oor of Potomac Hall 
A-wing who has decided to bounce 
his lacrosse ball against the  oor 
every single night starting at  p.m.
From the girls on the third  oor 
who enjoy sleep.
A “can-you-come-a-little-
closer?” dart to the bathroom stall
door.
From a girl who just wants to 
comfortably see the in nite wisdom of 
the Potty Mouth.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily refl ect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
No more late night 
drive-thru trips
JOSH VERSTANDIG |  guest columnist 
Greek life not ‘Animal House’
In , the classic American  lm 
“Animal House” was released. It was 
the  lm everybody had to see before 
going to college, as it depicted “frat” 
boys living in a house that more or 
less resembled a rundown shack. 
Unfortunately, with the release of 
this great film came the idea that 
fraternity brothers are party animals, 
with no regard for academics, their 
health or their community. 
Just over a year ago, the launch 
of the website totalfratmove.com 
generated more negative press.  e 
website is similar in style to fmylife.
com or Texts From Last Night, where 
users can submit short notes about 
their life that they  nd humorous. 
Websites and movies like these per-
petuate negative stereotypes about 
Greek organizations. However, I 
would like to argue that being part of 
Greek Life is in fact more safe, more 
organized and better for the average 
student than not being associated. 
On Feb. , the Office of Frater-
nity & Sorority Life held its annual 
FSL Excellence Awards. As usual, 
the night was a huge success, with 
outstanding campus leaders being 
recognized for their work in the 
community and in Greek organi-
zations.  e men and women who 
were honored are true campus lead-
ers with proper manners. In fact, the 
vast majority of students involved 
in Greek organizations are active 
around the JMU campus. 
According to the FSL website, the 
past two Student Government Asso-
ciation student body presidents 
(voted on by the whole university) 
have been members of Greek orga-
nizations. Fraternities play an active 
role in not just general community 
work, but also in many prominent 
campus organizations: Relay For 
Life, Make Your Mark On Madison, 
Student Ambassadors, SafeRides, 
ROTC, Alternative Spring Break pro-
grams and Marching Royal Dukes. 
Fraternity brothers have been Resi-
dent Advisers, FROGs, OPAs, ASB trip 
leaders and presidents of club sports.
According to Paul Whatley, the 
director of FSL, the average soror-
ity sister’s GPA was . and the 
average fraternity brother’s GPA was 
. during the fall  semester. 
The overall woman’s GPA at JMU 
was  . and the overall man’s was 
., meaning that those involved 
with Greek organizations had an 
overall GPA equal to or above average 
JMU students’ GPA.  e data came 
from the JMU Fraternity Sorority 
Life Grade and Membership Report 
for last semester and disproves the 
common misconception that these 
students scrape by with bare mini-
mum grades. 
 e chapters with the most docu-
mented community service averaged 
more than   hours per member over 
the course of the last year. Greek 
organizations as a whole during 
 also raised more than $, 
for different charities.  And that is 
just at JMU. Dedication and involve-
ment are the true values of Greek 
organizations. 
Greek organization members 
nationwide are even more impres-
sive. I will spare you all the facts, 
but here are a few interesting ones 
from the FSL website: All but eight 
U.S. presidents have been mem-
bers of social Greek organizations. 
More than  percent of congress-
men, congresswomen and senators 
are alumni of Greek organizations. 
Greek members also volunteer more 
than , hours of their time and 
raise more than $ million for chari-
ties each year. Oh and about those 
academics? More than  percent of 
Greek organization alumni graduate 
from college. 
Many of you may believe that fra-
ternity and sorority parties are still 
out of control. Well if you have ever 
been to a party at a fraternity house, 
then you might have noticed the six 
sober people patrolling the party, 
checking identi cation at the door 
and giving out wristbands. Since 
all fraternity parties are bring your 
own beer, you might have gotten 
your beer from a bartender, while 
liquor, wine and kegs are not allowed 
according to national Interfraternity 
Council guidelines. Now how many 
non-Greek parties have sober people 
checking IDs and controlling alcohol 
intake?
Let me ask you this: What are 
Greek organizations’ values? Fra-
ternity and sororities are not just a 
bunch of guys puffing their chests 
and girls wearing short skirts;  ey 
are poster men and women. 
Josh VerStandig is a senior 
English major and a member 
of the Alpha Epsilon Pi 
fraternity. Contact Josh at               
verstajd@dukes.jmu.edu.
Students’ right to speak out
One by one the students rose 
in the auditorium, shouting and 
drowning out a lecture by Israe-
li Ambassador Michael Oren last 
year at the University of California 
at Irvine.
“Michael Oren, you are a war 
criminal!” yelled one student, as a 
group of others cheered him on.
“Michael Oren, propagating 
murder is not an expression of free 
speech!” shouted another minutes 
later.
Eleven students in all, many 
of them members of the school’s 
Muslim Student Union, offered 
obnoxious — and as the evening 
wore on, infuriating — interruptions 
that thwarted Mr. Oren’s ability 
to piece together more than a few 
sentences. 
This is not the first time the stu-
dent union has been embroiled in 
controversy. A sponsor of the cam-
pus’s annual Palestinian Awareness 
Week, the group has hosted speakers 
who have compared Israel to Nazi 
Germany and accused the country 
of carrying out a “holocaust” against 
Palestinians.
Yet during Mr. Oren’s speech, no 
threats were uttered, no violence 
ensued and each of the protesters 
appeared to exit the hall without 
resistance when campus security 
approached.
The university suspended the 
Muslim Student Union from cam-
pus for the fall semester; each of the 
offending Irvine students was disci-
plined. (The university declines to 
provide details because of federal 
privacy rights.) Yet the Irvine  — 
as they have become known — now 
face criminal misdemeanor charges 
for “conspiracy to disturb a meet-
ing” and one misdemeanor count of 
“disturbance of a meeting.” Accord-
ing to the prosecutor’s office, each 
student could face up to six months 
in jail, if convicted.
In a Feb.  news release announc-
ing the charges, Orange County 
District Attorney Tony Rackauckas 
asserted that the students’ actions 
represented “a clear violation of 
the law and failing to bring charges 
against this conduct would amount 
to a failure to uphold the Constitu-
tion.” Not true. Prosecutors make 
judgments all the time about wheth-
er justice would be served by trying 
particular cases. These types of dis-
ruptions are most frequently not 
prosecuted unless they result in 
threats or physical violence.
Mr. Rackauckas has made his 
point; he should now use the power 
of his office wisely, give the students 
a warning and drop the charges. The 
protesters, too, have much to learn. 
Some have characterized the epi-
sode as trampling on the students’ 
free-speech rights. That would have 
been the case had police officers 
tried to keep them from picketing 
outside of the auditorium during 
Mr. Oren’s visit. That is not what 
happened. Instead, the students 
abused their privileges in an attempt 
to squelch the free-speech rights of 
others.
The Washington Post
“I’m used to eating whatever 
I want, so eliminating 
things that I like to eat 
on a regular basis is just 




as a whole during 
2010 also raised more 
than $50,000 for 
different charities. And 
that is just at JMU. 
Alpha Epsilon Pi member seeks to combat common fraternity stereotypes
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 the clean-up 
crew
two JMU students begin student-friendly 
cleaning service for post-party apartments
Popsicle sticks and paint
Harrisonburg students of all ages bring artistic 
variety to Memorial Hall exhibit
Shakespeare tames the forbes Center 
elizabethan musical ‘Kiss Me Kate’ brings royal standard to Mainstage 
thEatrE rEviEw 
‘Marvel’ characters hit different screen
In “Kiss Me Kate,” Gremio (left, sophomore connor Schwantes) and Lucentio (senior Austin colby) show off for Bianca (junior 
colleen Hayes), trying to prove who is the better suitor. The musical is based on william Shakespeare’s “The Taming of the Shrew.”
Indy-Sharon Dudok, an 11th grader, created this acrylic painting of a tree called “As Time 
Goes By ...” on display in Memorial Hall. Dudok attends east rockingham High School.
CoUrteSy of riChard finKeLStein
Katie LyverS / the breeze
vidEo gamE rEviEw 
By KEllan howEll
The Breeze
From Popsicle stick sculptures to pas-
tel paintings, the artwork of Harrisonburg 
students adorned Memorial Hall on 
Sunday.  
The first floor has become host to the 
Fourth Annual Youth Area Art Exhib-
it, which opened Sunday at 8 a.m. The 
exhibit is open to the public and boasts 
more than 120 pieces from 23 schools in 
the county, including four high schools, 
four middle schools and 15 elementary 
schools. 
Deborah Carrington, JMU associate 
professor of elementary and early child-
hood education, coordinated the event. 
 “It is an open exhibition and there is 
no competition,” Carrington said.  
While no awards were given, the 
students were recognized in a special 
ceremony Sunday afternoon. Children 
ages four through 18 waited anxiously in 
their seats to receive certificates of recog-
nition and have their pictures taken with 
their artwork. 
The younger children were especial-
ly antsy; some even skipped down the 
aisles of the auditorium to snatch up 
their certificates. 
Each piece was displayed on a movie 
screen inside the auditorium, while 
the original artwork was shown in the 
first floor hallways. Before and after the 
awards ceremony, children ran through 
the halls to show off their creations to the 
parents trailing behind, while the older 
participants, beaming just as bright, 
exhibited a subtler display of pride for 
their own works. 
Tyler Stoner, a 10th grade student at 
Spotswood High School, shared the cre-
ative theme behind his artwork titled 
“The Present Past.” 
“The theme was to create a Greek vase 
with a past event on it,” Stoner said. 
Stoner used examples of ancient Gre-
cian urns for the decorative design of his 
vase, however inspiration for the center-
piece was challenging. 
“I was having trouble coming up with 
an idea for a past event to include on the 
vase, so I just began drawing,” Stoner 
said. “I started with a light bulb which 
represents me thinking, then I drew 
myself drawing at a desk and finally I 
added the materials that I used to make 
the vase.”
The younger children displayed their 
share of creativity as well. A McGa-
heysville Elementary School first 
grader, Andrew Thurnau, used water-
colors and oil pastels to create his 
artwork “Wild Thing.” Thurnau used 
many colors and a playful design to 
create his piece.  
“I think I would name my wild thing 
Fred,” Thurnau said. “You don’t have to 
worry. He’s a nice wild thing.” 
Several works created by children from 
JMU Young Children’s Program are being 
displayed as well. Five-year-old Natalie 
Corso’s untitled work is a bright abstract 
easel painting. 
“I like all the colors in the rainbow,” 
Corso said. 
The artists were excited to have their 
creations viewed by so many of their 
peers. 
“It’s really amazing to have my work in 
the show,” Stoner said. “I was really sur-
prised when my art was chosen.”
Carrington agreed with Stoner and 
was pleased with the end result. 
“The artwork really enriches our build-
ing,” Carrington said. “It just adds so 
much more life.” 
The artwork from the Fourth Annual 
Youth Area Art Exhibit will remain on dis-
play in Memorial Hall until December. 




It’s been 10 years since “Marvel vs. 
Capcom 2” first hit the arcades.
Since then, Marvel comics have 
gone from the brink of bankruptcy 
to major Hollywood player. In that 
time span, developer Capcom 
managed to kill and revive the genre 
of competitive fighting games.
But “Marvel vs. Capcom 3” proves 
some things never change. The 
mixture of Marvel superheroes and 
villains with characters from Capcom 
videogame franchises is an oddball 
pairing that still amazes after all 
these years.
Speaking of combinations, “MvC3” 
has the two ingredients essential for 
a fighting game with its diverse batch 
of characters and amazingly smooth 
game play. 
The roster of 36 playable characters 
offers a good mix of heavy hitters and 
more obscure fan favorites.
All the A-listers are here, as Marvel 
brings Wolverine, Spider-Man and 
Captain America to face off against 
“Street Fighter” ’s Ryu, “Resident 
Evil” ’s Chris Redfield and “Devil May 
Cry” ’s Dante.
The best characters may be the 
ones no one knew they wanted, like 
campy villain M.O.D.O.K. or the 
diminutive knight Arthur from the 
arcade classic “Ghost and Goblins.”
The fan service doesn’t stop there; 
the title is filled with little touches 
that make it feel like a love letter to 
fans of both franchises.
Characters have alternate 
costumes and remixed versions of 
their theme music that pay tribute to 
their history, while pre-fight banter 
sees characters joking about past 
events and plots in specific spoken 
intros and endings.
It’s not a perfect roster, as many 
demanded characters didn’t quite 
make the cut, but it is a diverse 
selection of characters that ensures 
there is a character for everyone.
Thankfully, “MvC3” matches up its 
fantastic cast with frantic battles that 
see gamE, page 8
By amBEr logsdon
contributing writer
After the gravity of “Letters to 
Sala,” a production with a much 
brighter outlook graced the Forbes 
Center for the Performing Arts 
Mainstage Theatre. “Kiss Me 
Kate,” a musical based on William 
Shakespeare’s “The Taming of the 
Shrew,” is the next installment in the 
Masterpiece Theatre season. 
Directed by professor Kate 
Arecchi, the musical centers around 
the King Theatre in Baltimore, both 
before and on the opening night 
of “The Taming of the Shrew: the 
Musical.” Tensions rise between Lilli 
Vanessi (sophomore Logan Troyer) 
and her ex-husband Fred Graham 
(senior Jason Itam), set to perform as 
Katherine and Petruchio.
“Kiss Me Kate” truly showed off 
the School of Theatre and Dance at 
its finest. Nearly everything about the 
production — from the performance 
itself to the technical elements like 
costumes and set design — made the 
show excellent.
To say this cast is talented would 
be an understatement of the worst 
kind. 
The choreography was demanding 
and varied between Elizabethan-
style, jazz and modern dance. 
The dancers, especially during 
the second act’s opening number, 
“Too Darn Hot,” however, made 
the routines look simple. The song 
showcased not only sophomore 
see musiCal, page 8
Photo iLLUStration by eMiLy-roSe SzeJK / ContribUting PhotograPher
Juniors Matt McGowan (left) and erjon Kozeli clean apartments for $30 after parties.
By malissa wattErson 
The Breeze 
Two weekends ago, junior Casey Gilligan and her roommates in 
Forest Hills Manor woke up to empty Solo cups and spilled beer 
throughout their living room and kitchen. 
But instead of cleaning up themselves, they called After-Party 
Cleaners and paid $30 to have their apartment put back in order. 
“It was a good deal for not having to deal with the after-smells 
of a party and throwing everything out,” said Gilligan, a health sci-
ences major. 
After-Party Cleaners is the brainchild of juniors Matt McGowan 
and Erjon Kozeli, who have been roommates since last year. 
Since beginning their services three weeks ago the pair has cleaned 
four apartments, each for the price of $30. 
“We both want to be entrepreneurs after college so we thought, 
‘Why not just start now?’ ” said McGowan, an international affairs 
major. 
McGowan and Kozeli, an international affairs and political science 
double major, decided to specialize in cleaning because they knew 
they could serve a large market of students who don’t want to deal 
with the weekend morning mess.
McGowan says he and Kozeli were well rehearsed with after-party 
cleanup. 
“We got a lot of practice from cleaning up after our own parties,” 
McGowan said.  
In addition to cleaning kitchens and common areas, McGowan 
and Kozeli also clean bathrooms and take out the trash for customers. 
Soon after coming up with the idea, they created a Facebook page 
see ClEan, page 8
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Jacob Dickey’s singing, but how 
sensual and alluring the com-
pany could get.
 e cast’s vocals were 
impressive overall, but with a 
few setbacks here and there. 
In the  rst act, Troyer 
sings “So In Love,” which has 
a wide range in pitch. She 
nails the notes in the soprano 
register, but falters when the 
song sinks down toward alto 
pitches. It becomes hard to 
understand her during these 
times, and the vocal tone is 
somewhat gravelly.
One of the best numbers 
in the show is “Always True 
to You in My Fashion,” sung 
by junior Colleen Hayes, who 
plays Lois Lane/Bianca. Her 
character shifts back and 
forth between a gold digger 
and a loving girlfriend to 
her boyfriend Bill Calhoun 
(senior Austin Colby). Hayes 
brings humor and sass to the 
song, belting out the  nal 
measures. 
Itam, though, is great all-
around. As Fred, he brings the 
character’s ego to the surface. 
While it may be a challenge to 
have an egotistical character 
and not overact, Itam showed 
he could overcome it. 
Furthermore, his voice  t 
the character just right: deep, 
commanding, yet smooth. 
In the second act’s reprise 
of “So In Love,” he shows 
the breakdown of Fred’s 
ego, as the woman he loves 
leaves him.  e moment was 
especially moving, since until 
then, he’d never been truly 
sad about anything.
Set designer Richard 
Finkelstein captured the 
scenes of both a s 
Baltimore theatre, and s 
Verona.  e “backstage” 
sets had intricate details 
with weathered brick walls, 
period posters and worn pipe 
railings.
Costume designer LeVonne 
Lindsay created e ective 
costumes.  e designs 
accurately displayed their 
time period and featured a 
myriad of styles. Troyer’s dress 
as Katherine was one of the 
costuming highlights, boasting 
large, pu y sleeves and many 
shades of purple.
“Kiss Me Kate” runs in the 
Forbes Center Mainstage 
 eatre until Sunday 
afternoon. All shows are 






with all of their services.
After-Party Cleaners’ first 
customer was Rodney Hearns, 
a Blue Ridge Community Col-
lege student and close friend of 
McGowan and Kozeli. 
Hearns thinks the business 
is a great idea because it gives 
students the chance to spend 
money on a useful service. 
“People spend $ on the 
dumbest things, so why not 
spend $ and get your house 
cleaned?” Hearns said. 
According to Kozeli, it takes 
him and McGowan about an 
hour and  minutes to clean 
one apartment with their 
household cleaning products 
and Dirt Devil vacuum. 
In the upcoming weeks, the 
business partners will pass  i-
ers around campus. 
 e  iers will have the same 
eye-catching picture that’s on 
the business’ Facebook page — a 
photo of McGowan’s and Koze-
li’s faces on top of female models 
dressed in French maid out ts. 
Students will also be o ered 
a $ off coupon for their first 
cleaning service, and students 
who provide five referrals 
receive a free cleaning.
Next semester, McGowan 
and Kozeli plan to hire more 
employees and replace their 
Dirt Devil with a steam cleaner 
vacuum. 
McGowan says that as the 
business grows, they will in turn 
have to raise prices to compen-
sate for supply and employee 
costs. But the price should 
never become an issue for stu-
dents, they say. 
“It’s never going to be too 
expensive,” McGowan said. “We 
have to stay a ordable.” 
In addition to earning some 
spending cash, Kozeli says he’s 
had a good time meeting cus-
tomers while out on the job 
— the main perk of owning an 
after-party cleaning business. 
“You’re in it for the fun, 





are just as colorful as the 
spandex-clad heroes  ghting 
them.
Like its predecessor, “MvC” 
places teams of three  ghters 
against each other in hectic 
brawls.
 ree of the face buttons on 
the controller perform light, 
medium and heavy attacks, 
while a new button launches 
opponents into the air.  e 
shoulder buttons call out 
teammates for assist attacks.
Seemingly complicated, in 
actuality it’s intuitive and easy 
to pick up. If that still seems 
like too much, an added simple 
mode allows anybody to pick up 
and have access to all the  ashy 
special moves, hyper combos 
and air attacks the game has to 
o er.
Fears of a simpli ed game are 
unfounded, as the game is as 
deep as players want it to be.
I could bore you with the 
technicalities that lay under the 
surface, but rest assured there is 
an immense amount of depth if 
players decide to seek it out.
As great as the core game is, 
it’s incredibly sparse when it 
comes to features and modes. 
 ere aren’t many modes 
for those that are playing by 
themselves and while online 
matches allow players to get 
together in eight player lobbies, 
it doesn’t allow players to 
view ongoing matches or do 
anything until it is there turn 
to play.
 ese bizarre decisions and 
cut corners keep it from being 
quite the dream game that 
it should be. Yet the fact that 
it almost meets the colossal 
expectations is a testament of 
just how close it came.
If it takes  more years for a 
sequel to  x these issues, so be it 
— I’m used to waiting.
CONTACT Jeff Wade at 
wadeja@dukes.jmu.edu.
CLEAN | Service not ‘too expensive’
MUSICAL | All shows are sold 
out, except for Saturday matinee
GAME | Intuitive but 
lacking modes, features
Kate (sophomore Logan Troyer) snaps at her sister’s love interest, 
Lucentio (senior Austin Colby) after Kate’s false pretense of kindness.
COURTESY OF RICHARD FINKELSTEIN
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disease begins to take hold of 
the brain and the carrier eventu-
ally loses their ability to perform 
everyday activities. 
Despite the wishes of her fam-
ily, Moser chose to get tested 
for Huntington’s disease at age 
.  Moser’s test results would 
also reveal her mother’s condi-
tion, as the gene is hereditary 
and has a  percent chance of 
being passed down from moth-
er to child. When Moser’s test 
results returned positive for Hun-
tington’s disease, it was not only 
life-changing for her, but also for 
her mother who now knew that 
she also had the mutation. 
“Most of my family does not 
speak to me to this day,” Moser 
said. 
Linder shared a similar expe-
rience over the choppy Skype 
connection. The Linder family 
had a history of breast cancer 
due to a defective copy of the 
gene BRCA (breast cancer gene 
). Women with this genetic 
mutation have a  percent to 
 percent chance of developing 
breast cancer in their lifetime 
according to Harmon. 
Linder, whose mother had 
struggled with breast cancer, 
chemotherapy and  nally a mas-
tectomy, decided to get tested. 
When her test came back positive, 
she was faced with a hard decision 
— how to prevent breast cancer. 
“There are different people 
who feel di erent about wheth-
er or not they want to be tested,” 
Linder said. While several of her 
family members, including her 
sister, also got tested, many chose 
to “keep their heads in the sand.” 
Some of Linder’s family members 
preferred to be kept in the dark 
about their genetic risk of devel-
oping breast cancer. 
“After all, there is still that  
percent chance that they might 
escape the disease,” Harmon said. 
Linder decided her best option 
was to have a mastectomy, but it 
was at the disapproval of some of 
her family members. On the eve 
of her surgery her aunt called her, 
urging her not to go through with 
the procedure. 
“She said that I was mutilating 
my body and that I had made the 
wrong decision,” Linder said. 
Despite her aunt’s warning, 
Linder went through with the 
procedure and is planning to 
have her ovaries removed later 
in life to prevent ovarian can-
cer, which is also caused by her 
genetic mutation. 
In both cases, Moser and 
Linder made the life-changing 
decision to be tested, altering 
their lives forever, but genetic 
testing can also determine the 
life of another, a child. 
Modern technology has made 
it possible for expecting mothers 
to have their unborn children 
genetically tested for mutations 
that can cause disorders like 
autism or Down syndrome.  e 
results of these tests help parents 
plan for the birth or the termina-
tion of their child. 
According to plus-size-preg-
nancy.org most parents who 
have testing done and discover 
an abnormality in the health of 
their child will choose to abort.
Both Trammell and O’Boyle 
grappled with this issue when 
they decided to have amniocen-
teses, a prenatal test that allows 
a doctor to gather information 
about the health of the child. 
In Trammell’s case, her test 
showed that her unborn baby girl 
had Down syndrome. She said 
the decision to have the test was 
di  cult, and several of her peers 
expressed shock at her decision. 
“My husband and I felt that 
forewarned is forearmed,” Tram-
mell said. “We knew that we 
didn’t know everything but we 
knew enough to make her birth-
day a special day.” 
Trammell gave birth to her 
daughter, Beth, who is now  
years old. She shared that raising 
Beth has been a joy for her and 
her husband. 
“A short moment of pain is 
worth having a long-term gain,” 
Trammell said. “Yes, I was very 
upset when we got our results 
back, but I realized that the peri-
od of being upset was going to be 
a very short period of time in my 
life.”
O’Boyle’s test results revealed 
that her daughter Shannon car-
ried the genetic mutation for 
Phelan-McDermid syndrome, 
an extremely rare genetic dis-
order that delays development 
physically and intellectually, 
especially in speaking and com-
municating. Low muscle tone is 
a common trait of the syndrome, 
and many have problems with 
eating, sleeping and emotional 
stability, according to the Phelan-
McDermid syndrome website. 
“There are about  diag-
nosed cases in the world,” 
O’Boyle said. “It has been much 
easier for me to have a child with 
this speci c deletion rather than 
one that falls under the larger 
autism umbrella.” 
Each panelist shared her feel-
ings on the importance of being 
tested, and urged audience mem-
bers to consider their decisions 
for the future. 
“ e choice is so personal and 
there is no right or wrong answer,” 
Linder said. “Everyone needs to 
be able to make the right decision 
for themselves.”
Moser, who plans to use in 
vitro fertilization to prevent 
passing the gene for Hunting-
ton’s disease to her children, gave 
advice to students asking if they 
should consider being tested. 
“Testing is not for everyone. 
Live as if you are positive,” she 
said. “Stay on top of your health 
and medical history, research 
family medical history, then if 
you  nd out later that you have 
it you will be prepared.”
O’Boyle told students that 
having prior knowledge of her 
daughter’s genetic condition 
helped in raising her. 
“I have no regrets, only bene-
 ts,” O’Boyle said of her decision 
to be tested. 
Linder shared that her deci-
sion to get tested affected her 
social life and her physical health. 
“ e test was incredibly bene -
cial,” Linder said. “I found out who 
my true friends were, who would 
stick by my side, I even found 
out that my boyfriend at the time 
was cheating on me because he 
couldn’t handle the stress.” 
Testing even has its perks, 
according to Moser. 
“I’ve traveled and spoken in  ve 
countries and never had to pay for 
it,” Moser said. “But I do know that 
someday I’m going to lose my abil-
ity to walk or speak or feed myself. 
 ere is always that fear.”
According to Trammell, the 
best thing students can do now 
is to seriously consider what their 
decision will be in the future. 
“Think and know yourself,” 
Trammell said. “ ink about it 
now so that when these questions 
are reality in the future then you 
will know the answers.” 
According to the panelists, 
many genetic tests are covered 
by insurance.  O’Boyle expressed 
the importance of being tested to 
audience members. 
“This helps us to trace the 
mutation and study it more 
closely so that we may able 
to find a cure,” O’Boyle said. 
CONTACT Kellan Howell at 
howellkc@dukes.jmu.edu.
DNA |  Woman’s test alienates family
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By ALEX VAN REES
The Breeze
 e JMU baseball team was cho-
sen to  nish  rst in the preseason 
poll for the third consecutive season.
 e Dukes are optimistic about 
their upcoming season and have 
their sights set on bringing a cham-
pionship home. 
Last year, they  nished with the 
best record in the Colonial Athlet-
ic Association (- overall,- 
in CAA) but were stymied in the 
semi nal round of the conference 
tournament.
“Our expectations for the sea-
son — as for every season — are 
to do well in our conference and 
eventually make it to the regional 
tournament,” said senior shortstop 
David Herbek. “Of course, we want 
to win the CAA tournament  rst, and 
then we’ll  nd a way to make it to the 
regionals.”
For the third year in a row, JMU 
was picked to finish first in the 
preseason CAA poll, just barely 
edging Georgia State University. 
The Panthers finished second in 
the conference last year behind the 
Dukes. 
“ ere really isn’t too much pres-
sure on us because the last three 
years we have been ranked No.  
in the preseason poll,” said junior 
catcher Jake Lowery. “It doesn’t 
always mean that we will do well. 
We’ll have to go out there and prove 
we are a good team and we deserve 
to make it past the CAA.”
O ensively, the Dukes graduated 
three of their top- ve batters.  e 
two they return  are senior Trevor 
Knight and sophomore Matt Tena-
glia, whose batting averages were 
. and . last year, respectively. 
Still, head coach Spanky MacFarland 
feels con dent. 
“We have six or seven very good 
hitters returning to the team over 
the past couple of seasons,” Mac-
Farland said. “I think we are going 
to be able to score a lot of runs, and 
we’ll run the bases with abandon 
this year.  e only department we 
might struggle in is the power area, 
but I think we’ll make up for it by 
scoring runs.”
Defensively, JMU returns five 
starting position players, includ-
ing an All-Conference team up the 
middle.
Lowery, Herbek, Knight and 
senior centerfielder Alex Foltz all 
received the award last season, and 
the preseason polls predict they will 
again.
 e Dukes lose  ve pitchers this 
season, including Kevin Munson, 
who was a fourth-round MLB First-
Year Player Draft pick last June.  e
see BASEBALL, page 10
By MATT O’TOOLE
The Breeze
A deep lineup along with several returning starters 
will be the key for the  JMU softball team as it tries 
to reclaim the Colonial Athletic Association champi-
onship after a one-year hiatus. 
After claiming the title in , the Dukes lost to 
Georgia State University in the CAA championship 
game last year.
“ ere’s a lot of ways that we are signi cantly better 
than last year,” said head coach Katie Flynn, entering 
her th season at the helm. “First is in the circle, I 
think we have more depth and are stronger and more 
importantly a year older than we were last year.”
 e Dukes, predicted to  nish third in the CAA, 
return eight starters from a team that  nished third 
last season (- overall, - in conference).  
“O ensively, we are an exceptionally talented o en-
sive team,” Flynn said.  “We lost one player who was 
signi cant o ensively and we  lled in around her with 
veteran players. Because they’re a year older, they have 
con dence and swagger and that goes a long ways to 
win games.”
 e reigning  CAA Player of the Year, shortstop 
Ashley Burnham, will look to continue her on- eld 
success along with sophomore out elder Jasmine 
Butler and senior catcher Katie Spitzer, who joined 
Burnham on the All-CAA team last season.  
“Ashley is the energy bunny out there on the ball 
 eld,” Flynn said. “One of the things we challenged her 
to do last year was to be a leader and she certainly has 
stepped up being junior captain and now we’ve chal-
lenged her to make everyone else around her better 
and she does that every day.”
Burnham became the second player ever to win the 
CAA Player of the Year in a JMU uniform as she hit . 
and led the team in runs scored (), hits (), total 
bases () and home runs (nine).  
“I’m trying not to think about that,” Burn-
ham said of the award. “I’m just trying to focus 
on the season — every practice, every game.” 
see SOFTBALL, page 10
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HOPES
JMU strives to reclaim title
BASEBALL
SOFTBALL
JMU baseball ranks fi rst in preseason poll for 
third year in a row
Team returns 2010 CAA Player of the Year,  picked to fi nish third
BLAIR BOSWELL / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
PHOTOS BY BLAIR BOSWELL / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
Tyler Thornton is one of the six freshman pitchers looking 
to add depth for JMU on the mound. 
The softball team has been practing at its year-old stadium at Veterans Memorial Park.
“It doesn’t always mean 
that we will do well. We’ll 
have to go out there 
and prove we are a good 
team and we deserve to 




THE JMU SOFTBALL TEAM HAS A NEW SLOGAN FOR THE 2011 
SEASON — “21 IS 1.” THE GOAL IS FOR ALL 21 PLAYERS ON THE 
ROSTER TO COME TOGETHER AS A SINGLE UNIT WITH ONE GOAL, 
TO WIN THE CAA CHAMPIONSHIP. THE DUKES LOST IN THE 
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME LAST YEAR TO GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY. 



























James Madison Baseball 
2011 Schedule
Feb. 18-20                                               
Feb. 25-27                                    
March 1                                                      
March 4-6                                                                                         
March 8                                                                   
March 11-13                                  
March 15                                               
March 18-20                                             


















                                                                                                                               
@ Kickin’ Chicken Classic
@ Charlotte Green and White Classic
Georgetown


















Feb. 18-20                                               
Feb. 25-27                                    
March 2                                                      
March 4-6                                                                                         
March 9                                                                  
March 11-13                                  
March 16                                              
March 18-20                                             









April 30 - May 1
May 6-7
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Competition in Columbia, S.C.
 JMU vs. Middle Tennesse 
State University, 6-3 win
 JMU vs. Western Carolina 
University, 8-6 win
 JMU vs. Georgia College and 
State University, 14-3 win
 JMU vs. Bethel 
University, loss
 MVPs: Taylor Chiarenza 
(six goals, seven assists), 
Dave Verbaro (fi ve goals, 
fi ve assists), Colin Tomson 
(three goals, fi ve assists), 





 JMU vs. West Chester 
University, 10-5 win
 JMU vs. Carnegie Mellon 
University, 9-5 win
 MVPs: Lauren Davis (11 
goals), Allie Krafft (fi ve goals)
Wrestling
Quad Meet
 JMU vs. Va. Tech, 33-15 win
 JMU vs. Radford 
University, 31-25 win
 JMU vs. VMI, 34-24 loss
 MVPs: Josh Kingett (3-
0), Sheridan Stackpole 
(2-1), Jack Kilgallen (2-
1), Faith Ntundi (3-0)
Men’s ultimate Frisbee
Queen City Tune Up
11th overall
 JMU vs. Tennessee, 15-12 loss
 JMU vs.UNC, 13-12 win
 JMU vs. Delaware, 13-12 loss
 JMU vs. Cincinnati, 13-11 win
 JMU vs. Ohio State, 15-7 loss
 JMU vs. NYU, 15-4 win
 JMU vs. NC State, 12-11 loss
 JMU vs. Tennessee, 
win by forfeit
 MVP: Kyle Fredericks
*The Breeze does not vet the results provided by the clubs. We encourage 
all JMU sports clubs to report 
results to Allie Krafft at 
jmusccvicepresident@gmail.
com every Monday; results are printed 
Thursdays.
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departures have left some-
what of a vacancy on the 
mound.
“Pitching will be one of 
the main areas where fresh-
men are plentiful and we’re 
going to have to rely on some 
of these players to step up 
their game and show us what 
they got,” MacFarland said. 
“Hopefully, after a couple of 
games, the freshmen will feel 
comfortable enough to per-
form like we know they can.”
J M U ’s  p i t c h i n g  s t a f f 
returns four — senior lefty 
Alex Valadja, junior Evan 
Scott, sophomore D.J. Brown 
and senior reliever James 
Weiner. Of the Dukes’  
freshmen, six are pitchers. 
“We are very young, most-
ly on the mound, and we are 
aware of that,” Herbek said. 
“We need to get them up to 
speed and not let our age be a 
factor in determining our fate 
in the CAA conference.”
In a long, cold o season, 
players said it was difficult 
to practice on an actual  eld. 
But the team still found ways 
to hone its o ensive skills for 
the upcoming  season.
“I spent the offseason 
lifting weights mainly and 
running a lot on the side,” 
Herbek said. “I also prac-
ticed my hitting in the cage, 
but most of my work was 
personal and it was meant to 
help improve my skills for the 
upcoming seasons.”
The Dukes lace up their 
cleats for their first match-
up this weekend, hosting the 
Bucknell Bison on Friday at 
 p.m.  e series will contin-
ue with a double header on 
Saturday and an afternoon 
matinee on Sunday. Con-
ference play begins March 
 at the College of William 
& Mary. 




Young pitchers step up
from page 9
In the circle, JMU returns 
three pitchers that accounted 
for  percent of the innings 
pitched: sophomore Cara 
Stecher and seniors Oliva 
McPherson and Heather Wid-
ner. Flynn hasn’t designated a 
primary pitcher. 
“We really don’t have a num-
ber one, it will be pitcher by 
committee,” Flynn said. “I think 
you’ll see more of one pitcher 
going four or  ver innings and 
then bring in relief for an inning 
or two.” 
The pitching staff will look 
to improve on last year’s . 
ERA, which ranked seventh in 
the CAA.  
“The whole entire pitching 
sta  is working hard,” Stecher 
said. “We want to set a standard 
not only to pitch the best but to 
be the best on the team. We 
control the game when we’re 
on the  eld.” 
The team has also came 
up with the slogan “ is ” 
this year, meaning  players 
coming together as one and 
obtaining the one goal, a CAA 
championship.  
Some new faces will try to 
become notable names in the 
diamond this season. Freshman 
pitcher Brittany Jeans will get a 
lot of time in the circle and third 
baseman Caitlin Sandy will help 
with defending the bunt, Flynn 
explained.
“Certainly Brittany Jeans 
will be a starter. She’s a rise ball 
pitcher so she brings a di erent 
element to the game,” Flynn 
said with confidence. “Two 
freshmen power hitters — Cat 
Clavin and Cassidy Clayton — 
were the two that hit home runs 
last weekend during the scrim-
mage so we have some talented 
young girls.”  
The Dukes’ schedule has 
them on the road over the next 
month (Myrtle Beach, Char-
lotte, Athens, Raleigh) before 
returning home to host the JMU 
Days Inn Invitation mid-March. 
“Every year Coach Flynn sets 
standard with a tough sched-
ule,” Burnham said. “We work 
hard against every team and try 
and get better.”  
During the  Bulldog Invi-
tation in Athens, Ga., the Dukes 
will get the opportunity to take 
on preseason ranked No.  Uni-
versity of Georgia Bulldogs on 
March .  
JMU begins its  campaign 
this weekend in Myrtle Beach in 
the Kickin’ Chicken Classic.  e 
home-opener will be March  
against Georgetown University. 
CONTACT Matt O’Toole at 
otoolemw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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LARGE RANCH HOME joins 
JMU, easy walk to campus. 
3BR, 2BA, hardwood floors, 
private back yard. Great home 
for a student/ owner or JMU 
professional. $199,900 John 
Bowman, 540-271-2178 Old 
Dominion Realty
UPDATED HOME IN City! 3 
BR, 1.5BA Cape Cod on large 
lot. Too many updates to men-
tion! Reduced to $209,900. 
Bring an offer! John Bowman, 
540-271-2178 Old Dominion 
Realty
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
Why rent when you can buy? 
Immaculate 2 bedroom town-
home, close to JMU, with great 
upgrades. Amazing basement 
built for entertaining, complete 
with bar and drink fridge. All 
stone patio makes for no lawn 
care! Asking $139,900. Start 
investing now to build for 
the future! Offered by Mas-
sanutten Realty: Christopher 
Whitelock II. Call (540) 820-
7169 for more details.
OLD SOUTH HIGH 2 BR, 2 
BA house. Hardwood floors, 
washer, dryer, back/ front 
porch overlooking JMU base-
ball/ softball fi eld. Rent $800 
with lease start July 1. (540) 
828-0464.
CANTRELL AVE HOUSE En-
joy a quick walk to class from 
this spacious 3 BR/ 1.5 Bath 
bungalow. Large bedrooms, 
Parking, Pets welcomed. $1140/
mo. cantrellhouses@gmail.com
MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE 5 
BR, 3 BA will rent to groups of 
3, 4 or 5. It comes Furnished, 
also has a dishwasher, micro-
wave, garbage disposal, and 
w/ d. JMU in walking distance. 
Local Owners, not property 
managers. Lease can start 
in June, July or August. Call 
540-828-0464 ask for Greg 
Michael or James
NORTH HIGH STREET 6 BR, 
2 BA, all hardwood floors. 
Nicely sized bedrooms. Large 
wrap-around porch, off-street 
parking. Rent $2,250 with 
utilities included. Start July 1. 
(540) 828-0464.
WAKEFIELD PLACE 3Br, 1.5 
Ba, Keister School Area, Start 
Aug, 1st Partially furnished, 
garage, lg deck, pets allowed 
<@end of cul-de-sac, cable, 
phone & internet hookups in 
each room, off street parking, 
$945, call, email or text for ad-
ditional details 423-231-2160 
davethomas1strealty@yahoo.
com (423) 231-2160
RESEVOIR ST 4 BR, 2 BA, 
furnished. Garbage disposal 
and dishwasher, washer, dryer 
and JMU in walking distance. 
$1000 Rent, lease Start Aug. 
1. (540) 828-0464.
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student 
Summer Rentals, May-Aug, 
seabreezerealty.com (252) 
255-6328
GREAT LOCATION!  226 
Cantrell Ave. Across from old 
hospital. 2 BD/1 Bath duplex. 
Parking, W/ D, hardwood fl oors, 
pets welcomed. Utilities not 
included. $760/ mo.  cantrell-
houses@gmail.com
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
717 South Mason St. Now sign-
ing leases! Stone throw away 
from the quad! All utilities in-
cluded! $420/bed Call Chris 
now: (856) 297-5837
5-MONTH LEASE, 2-BR 
APARTMENT. Fall-2011. Great 
for December Grads, study 





Large rooms and sturdy 
floors. Downtown locations. 
Quiet buildings for serious 
students. Pets permitted, A/C, 
W/D www.castleproperty.com 
540-564-2659
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE, two blocks from 
campus with W/ D, Available 




TENTIAL. NO EXPERIENCE 





com fl exible schedules & pay-
ment plans (540) 560-7971
23 PEOPLE NEEDED TO 
LOSE 5-100 POUNDS! DR. REC-
OMMENDED! GUARENTEED! 
(855) 288-3115 or www. Best-
DietDun.com. Save this ad!
JESS’ LUNCH DOWNTOWN
Waitresses needed at Jess’ 
Lunch Downtown, Apply in 
person between 3-7pm. No 
seniors, and local girls are 
preferred.
SKYDIVE! One-day fi rst jumps 
from 13,500’ from 22-jumper 
twin engine airplane. Gift Cer-
tifi cates! www.skydiveorange.
com (540) 943-6587
FRESHMEN BRING YOUR 
CAR Private parking lots 
CLOSE to JMU FreshmenPark-
ing.com (540) 466-4668
Sign a 2011-12 Lease Now
No Application Fee
Free Lunch at Jack Browns!
1 Bedroom Apartment
$470-$560
Water, Sewage, Trash 
Included in Rent
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Located in suburbs of Washington, D.C., George Mason 
access to the cultural, political, academic, and employment 
resources of America’s most global city, while
• Positioning you for success in a rapidly globalizing world
• Engaging you in global issues
• Preparing you to be a global citizen
Fall 2011 application deadline: March 15
globalma@gmu.edu
Where Innovation Is Tradition
What do you really think of The Breeze?
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